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Abstract
This article briefly describes the most important algorithms and techniques used in the cluster
editing kernelization solver called “CluES”, submitted to the 6th Parameterized Algorithms and
Computational Experiments Challenge (PACE 2021).
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1 Problem description
A cluster editing set of a graph G = (V, E) is a set of edges Emod ⊆ V × V such that each
connected component of a graph G[E∆Emod] is a clique, where A∆B denotes the symmetric
difference of sets A and B. In the cluster editing problem we aim to find a cluster editing set
of smallest possible size. In the cluster editing kernelization problem we aim to find a set
X ⊂ V × V , with size as large as possible, such that X ⊂ Eopt for some optimal solution
Eopt to the cluster editing problem.
2 Solver description
In this paper we provide a short description of the most important algorithms implemented
in solver CluES. Due to many parameters used in the implementation and a vast number of
case distinctions that need to be taken into account, this description may not contain full
information about the algorithms behavior in every possible situation.
Though there are many kernelization rules implemented in CluES (see section 3), the
resulting set X of edge modifications returned by the solver is found based on a set of




Si and return it as a final result. It is necessary to mention that the result found this
way need not be correct, as the set X may not be contained in any optimum cluster editing
set of graph G. Set X will not be a correct result only if all sets Si contain the same pair
(u, v) ∈ V × V that does not belong to any optimum solution. By creating a large number of
high-quality cluster editing sets and trying to avoid finding similar local optima multiple
times, we decrease the probability of returning an incorrect answer. It may also happen
that all sets Si are optimal cluster editing sets, but we will get X = ∅. In that case, as
a resulting set, we can take the largest set of edge modification found by valid kernelization
rules described in section 3.
∗ This is a brief description of one of the highest ranked solvers of PACE Challenge 2021. It has been
made public for the benefit of the community and was selected based on the ranking. PACE encourages
publication of work building on the ideas presented in this description in peer-reviewed venues.
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In the algorithm we take p = 20 and for each i ≤ p we find the set Si using the heuristic
solver CluES (article “PACE Solver Description: CluES - a heuristic solver for the cluster
editing problem” in the current proceedings). We need to add here that sets Si are found
using many different sets of parameters that usually enable us to find cluster editing sets of
very high quality. What is more important, by selecting appropriate values for parameters
we are often able to find many different local optima to the cluster editing problem. Even if
those local optima are not optimal solutions from the global point of view, they are often
optimum in some small (local) subgraphs of given graph G. By steering the parameters we
try to avoid getting stuck in similar local optima and thus we reduce the risk of returning an
incorrect answer set X.
3 Kernelization rules
We use over 15 parameter-independent kernelization rules based on edge cuts and critical
cliques. Additionally we use several preprocessing procedures that are not valid kernelization
rules (there is no guarantee of preserving the optimality of the solution size after performing
those procedures), but are just a reasonable guess that often enables us to quickly and
accurately identify nodes that most often belong to the same cluster in some good solution.
Those heuristic procedures are also very useful for finding different local optima.
3.1 Valid kernelization rules
Nine of implemented valid kernelization rules are based on concepts related to critical cliques
and can be found in [3] and [2].
Next valid kernelization rule is a “similar neighborhoods” rule (see [1]) applied to
an unweighted graph. The rule states that, if there exists an edge (u, v) ∈ E with
N [u] = N [v] ∪ {w} for some w /∈ N [v], then there exists an optimal solution with u and v
belonging to the same cluster.
Another three valid kernelization rules are specifications of the “almost clique rule” [1]
applied for all triangles, K4’s and induced diamonds. The “almost clique rule” states that, if
there exists a subset C ⊂ V such that G[C] is connected and the size of the minimum cut in
G[C] is not smaller than |{(a, b) ∈ C × C : (a, b) /∈ E}| + |{(a, b) ∈ E : a ∈ C, b /∈ C}|, then
there exists an optimal solution where all nodes in C belong to the same cluster.
3.2 Heuristic preprocessing procedures
Now, we proceed to describe heuristic preprocessing procedures. Most of them are based
on properties of some intersections of neighborhoods of critical cliques. The following rules
depend on miscellaneous parameters and are usually executed multiple times for different
values of those parameters.
1. Let A = {K1, . . . , Kp} be a set of critical cliques in G with the same neighborhood N(Ki)
for all i ≤ p and let G′ = G[V \
p⋃
i=1
Ki]. If there exists an index i ≤ p and a set K ′ ⊂ V
such that K ′ is a critical clique in G′, N(Ki) ⊂ K ′, |N(Ki)| ≤ α · |K ′| and |Ki| ≤ β · |K ′|,
where α and β are parameters, then make Ki a single cluster and remove it from G.
2. Let A = {u1, . . . , up} be a set of nodes for which N(ui) is a clique and let G′ = G[V \ A].
If there exists an index i ≤ p and a set K ⊂ V such that K is a critical clique in G′,
N(ui) ⊂ K and |N(ui)| ≤ α · |K|, where α is a parameter, then make ui a single cluster
and remove it from G.
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3. Let A = {K1, . . . , Kp} be a set of critical cliques in G for which N(Ki) is a clique and
β1 ≤ |Ki| ≤ β2, where β1, β2 are parameters. Take G′ = G[V \
p⋃
i=1
Ki]. If there exists an
index i ≤ p and a set K ′ ⊂ V such that K ′ is a critical clique in G′, N(Ki) ⊂ K ′ and
|N(Ki)| ≤ α · |K ′|, where α is a parameter, then make Ki a single cluster and remove
it from G. This rule is a generalization of the previous rule (the previous rule can be
obtained by setting β1 = β2 = 1).
4. Let A = {u1, . . . , up} be a set of nodes with the same neighborhood N(ui). Let m = α·|A|,
where α is a parameter. Add edges (u2i−1, u2i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m to graph G. It is important
to note here that all added edges are stored and, if at some stage of the main algorithm
a cluster editing set Si is found with a single cluster containing both ends of a stored
edge, then the edge is removed from Si.
5. Let (u, v) ∈ E be an edge with N [u] ⊂ N [v], |N [u]| ≥ α · |N [v]|, |N(v)| − |N(u)| ≤ β and
|N(u) ∩ N(v)| ≥ γ. Mark nodes u, v to belong to the same cluster. Marking nodes is done
by creating a proper permutation graph before finding cluster editing sets using a heuristic
solver CluES. By setting α = γ = 0, β = 1 we can obtain the “similar neighborhoods”
rule described in 3.1.
6. Let C = {v1, . . . , vp} ⊂ V be a set of nodes for which G[C] is connected. For v ∈ C let











|(N(u) ∩ N(v)) \ C| ≤ γ
Then mark all nodes v ∈ C with degout(v) ≤ δ (where δ is a parameter) to belong to the
same cluster and, depending on values of the parameters, remove from the graph some
edges from a set {(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ C, v /∈ C}. This procedure is applied to all triangles,
K4’s and induced diamonds. It is also applied to some clusters found by the heuristic
solver CluES. Let us mention that knowing the structure of the graph G[C] and selecting
proper values of parameters we can obtain the “almost clique rule” described in 3.1.
4 Availability
The source code of CluES is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4949787
(please select the proper version of the solver to access required contest track: heuristic, exact
or kernelization).
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